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Executive Director:
Frances Wach
Program Director:

Members are invited to the 2021 SaskSPCA
Annual General Meeting.

Sandra Anderson

Date: Saturday, September 18, 2021

Administrative Assistant:

Location: SaskSPCA office – 511 45th Street West, Saskatoon

Crystal Stubbs
Community Relations Coordinator:
Josh Hourie
Administrative Support:
Twyla Polson

Time: 11:00 a.m.

If you would like to participate via Zoom,
email info@saskspca.ca
Everyone is welcome. The AGM is open to the public.
For more information contact us at
1-877-382-7722 or email info@saskspca.ca.

Reporting Animal Cruelty
Board of Directors
If you suspect a case of animal cruelty, report it to the proper
President:

authorities immediately.

Dr. Sandra Neumann, Saskatoon
Vice-President:

Dogs & cats:

Carol Thomson, Saskatoon
In Saskatoon: Saskatoon SPCA
Treasurer:

Phone: (306) 374-7387

Margaret (Peg) Northcote, Arelee
In Regina: Regina Humane Society
Members at Large:

Phone: (306) 543-6363

Chris Brueckner, Saskatoon
Ken Krause, Meadow Lake
Jack MacKay, Yorkton

Dogs & cats in all other locations:

Calvin Nickel, Saskatoon
Animal Protection Services of Saskatchewan
Phone: 1 (844) 382-0002

Livestock:
The Humanitarian is published quarterly

Animal Protection Services of Saskatchewan

by the Saskatchewan Society for

Phone: 1 (844) 382-0002

the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(SaskSPCA)
511 45th Street West
Saskatoon, SK S7L 5Z9
The material in this newsletter may be reproduced or quoted with
Phone: (306) 382-7722

appropriate credit. The authors of submitted and reprinted articles

Toll Free: 1 (877) 382-7722

are responsible for the contents and accuracy of the information.

Email: info@saskspca.ca

Opinions expressed in The Humanitarian are not necessarily those

www.saskspca.ca

of the SaskSPCA.
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In her role as Community Development
Worker, she worked on a new website to

Thank you,
Ashleigh!

be launched this fall and handled the
operation of our Emergency Pet Food Bank.
Ashleigh is working on her law degree at
the University of Saskatchewan. She has
a strong interest in environmental law
and the protection of animals and the
environment.

We were delighted to have Ashleigh Arcand join

We wish Ashleigh all the best in her future

us for eight weeks as our 2021 summer student.

career as a lawyer.

Stryker K-9 Care Fund:
Getting to know Holly
Holly is a Labrador retriever trained in drug and firearm detection who served with the
Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) for nine years. Holly retired from the CBSA in 2016.
During her career Holly was a three-time champion in drug detection at the Canadian Police
Canine Association’s annual trials.
In retirement Holly enjoys relaxing with a snack (we hear, if given the opportunity, she’ll eat
anything and everything), and playing with her favourite little red Kong toy.
On behalf of everyone at the SaskSPCA, we thank Holly and her handler for nine amazing
years of service to the Canada Border Services Agency and the province of Saskatchewan.
About the Stryker K-9 Care Fund
The SaskSPCA’s Stryker K-9 Care Fund was established in 2015 to assist the owners of
retired police dogs with the costs of routine and emergency veterinary care. The program
is named after Police Service Dog (PSD) Stryker who served with the Saskatoon Police
Service’s K-9 Unit. To learn more about the Stryker K-9 Care Fund, including how to apply
for the program and how to make a donation, visit our website at saskspca.ca/stryker

And the winner is…

WILLIAM (BILL) WHITE
Congratulations to William, who is the winner of a personalized
SaskSPCA licence plate! William made a donation to the Saskatchewan
Emergency Pet Food Bank and was entered in a special draw for
supporters of the pet food bank.
Our thanks to everyone who supported the Emergency Pet Food Bank!

Do you want a licence plate of your own? You can purchase one at
your local SGI motor licence issuer or purchase online at
saskspca.ca/licence-plates.
THE HUMANITARIAN
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Intimate Partner
Violence, Animal
Maltreatment,
and Animal
Safekeeping in
Saskatchewan
By Crystal Giesbrecht, Director of
Research and Communications, Provincial
Association of Transition Houses and
Services of Saskatchewan (PATHS)
The link between intimate partner
violence (IPV) and animal abuse has been
documented in research for two decades.
Victims of IPV commonly experience their
partners mistreating their pets. There is
also evidence that child abuse, animal
abuse, and IPV frequently co-occur. Not
only are children often abused when IPV
and animal abuse are taking place, they
are harmed by exposure to IPV and threats
toward pets. As Phil Arkow, Coordinator
of the US National Link Coalition stated,
“Whenever one member of the family is
abused, all others in the family are at risk.”

Saskatchewan Research
In 2016, the Saskatchewan SPCA led a
research study, in partnership with STOPS
to Violence and PATHS, to examine the
link in Saskatchewan. This study included
surveys and interviews with animal welfare
and human service professionals. In
2020, I conducted another study which
included online surveys for human service
and animal welfare professionals, victims/
survivors who owned animals, and the
general public, as well as interviews with
people who had experienced IPV and
owned animals. This research is part of an
ongoing partnership between PATHS and
the Saskatchewan SPCA, where we are
working to find ways to keep people and
animals safe. One goal was to build upon
the previous research, to explore what
had changed in terms of service providers’
awareness and practices supporting
survivors of IPV who owned animals,
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including service providers who serve rural

10% were from farms, and 5% lived in

communities and the north. Additional

northern Saskatchewan. Nearly all (97%) of

goals of this research were to learn more

the survivors who responded to the survey

about the intersection of IPV and concerns

owned a pet and 18% owned livestock.

for animals in rural and northern areas

Most commonly, survivors who owned

of Saskatchewan, including experiences

large animals owned horses— some owned

of survivors who owned livestock or lived

both horses and cows and a few owned

on farms and the experiences of service

pigs, sheep, or chickens. Many who owned

providers who have assisted them, and

livestock also owned pets, most often dogs

to learn more about the experience of

or cats.

survivors of IPV who had sought assistance
(including from domestic violence shelters

Interview participants included 15 women

and animal safekeeping programs) and

from rural and urban Saskatchewan

those who had not.

communities. These women owned
various types of animals and they shared

The online survey for the general public

information that is immensely valuable for

received 176 responses which provided

helping to understand how ownership of

insight into public awareness of the link.

different kinds of animals impacts survivors

Almost all of the respondents agreed with

differently.

the statement by Phil Arkow that “when
animals are abused, people are at risk

Ownership of Animals

and when people are abused, animals are

Stories shared in the various pieces of the

at risk.” They also agreed that safety and

research illustrate the different forms of

safekeeping of animals can impact an

animal ownership and the ways that animal

individual’s decision making and planning

ownership impacts survivors in planning

to leave a relationship where IPV is taking

for safety for themselves, their children, and

place. Responses from members of the

their animals. For example, people own

public tell us how family, friends, neighbors,

horses to ride for recreation, but they are

and workplaces support people who

also a significant financial investment, and

experience violence and own animals—42%

an income source for people who do riding

stated that they had known someone who

lessons or training. Some women had their

experienced IPV where their animals were

horses boarded where they would go to

also abused, neglected, or maltreated and

ride, others had several horses located on

several respondents knew more than one

their rural property. Respondents cared for

person who experienced IPV and animal

pet cats that lived indoors as well as farm

maltreatment. Approximately one-fifth

cats that stayed in out buildings. Whether

(19%) had helped someone to plan for

animals are indoor or outdoor, survivors

safekeeping of their animals.

are responsible for animals and plan for
animals’ safety as well as their own.

Respondents to the human service
professionals’ survey included domestic

Sometimes pets in harm’s way belonged to

violence shelter and service staff, victim

the victim or were owned jointly, adopted

services workers, police, lawyers, mediators,

while in the relationship. In other cases,

counsellors, healthcare workers, and

a pet belonged to the abusive partner,

government staff. Respondents to the

which limited the victim’s ability to leave

animal welfare survey were from veterinary

with it, rehome it, or seek care for it. Some

clinics, animal rescues, humane societies

respondents shared that they could

and SPCAs, animal protection, and pet

protect and care for their partner’s animals

fostering. Responses were collected from

while in the relationship, but feared for

171 service providers from the far north to

those animals after leaving. The same

the south of Saskatchewan.

concerns exist when it comes to livestock.
In some cases, victims had their horses

Sixty victims/survivors of IPV participated in

before they started relationships. Some

the online survey. These were 98% women

participants owned large animals in a joint

and 42% resided in rural communities,

partnership. Respondents who were victims

of IPV reported doing more of the care for

both abuse of the victim parent as well

developed between IPV agencies and

animals, including feeding, cleaning up,

as animal abuse, and are at a high risk of

animal rescues and animal shelters, as well

and providing access to veterinary care. This

being targets of abuse themselves.

as veterinarians. There are agencies that

has serious implications for animals’ well-

For many survivors, IPV did not start in

support survivors by temporarily caring

being if the survivor is unable to continue

their relationships right away—their partner

for their animals in an animal shelter or

providing this care when escaping a

began to enact abusive and controlling

placing them with a foster family while

relationship where IPV is taking place.

behaviours once the victim was invested in

the survivor is at a domestic violence

the relationship. Some survivors stated that

shelter or is relocating. Availability of

“I’m the one that took care of them until

they had not been aware of the warning

animal safekeeping programs depends on

I left the farm when he threatened to kill

signs and they did not recognize the red

someone’s location in the province or their

me. It was the hardest thing I’ve ever had

flags. For some whose partners abused

ability to travel to one of the communities

to do because I knew the farm animals

animals, this was when they realized how

where domestic violence and animal

would be neglected.”—Survivor

bad things were.

safekeeping services are available.

Animal Abuse and IPV in
Saskatchewan

“It is when he started abusing my dogs

Human-Animal Bond

that I realized how bad the situation was.

It is common for people who own

Just as IPV refers not only to physical

Before then, I was simply accepting his

companion animals to have a strong bond

violence but includes psychological,

abuse.”—Survivor

with their pet. For many adult and child

emotional, verbal, financial, sexual, and

survivors who have been isolated from

spiritual abuse as well as harassment

For some of these survivors, their desire to

other social connections and have endured

and controlling behaviours, animal abuse

keep their animals safe motivated them to

abuse, pets are a vital source of comfort and

also encompasses a range of behaviours

end the relationship.

support. Large animals, such as horses, are

including threats to harm, physical neglect,

similarly comforting.

emotional abuse, and physical abuse.

Planning for Safety with Animals

Eighty percent of IPV survivors reported

It is necessary to assess risk to people when

“My dog helped me get through the

in the survey that their animals had been

indicators of animal abuse are present and

situation and come to the conclusion I

subjected to at least one form of animal

to assess risk to animals when indicators

needed to leave in order for both of us to

abuse. Survivors who participated in

of IPV are present. Victims are at risk both

be safe.”—Survivor

the survey and interviews experienced

because someone who harms animals

potentially lethal violence and some

is especially dangerous to people and

For survivors whose lives are in a state of

reported their animals being killed. It

because ownership of animals is barrier to

upheaval (sometimes losing access to

is clear that risk does not end after the

escape. Even when a perpetrator of IPV has

their home and possessions, leaving their

relationship ends—survivors reported that

not harmed or threated animals, caring for

community, their job, and their connections),

they had feared for their lives, as well as

animals impacts how survivors respond to

losing access to their animal companions

the lives of their animals, after exiting the

IPV and plan for the future.

exacerbates the turmoil that they and their

relationship.

children are feeling. Service providers stated
Survivors who owned pets and livestock

that being separated from their owners is

Service providers and survivors provided

identified several barriers to seeking

upsetting for pets, as well. This separation

examples of ways that IPV and animal

assistance and ending relationships where

can also have implications for animals’

abuse intersect. Perpetrators of IPV use

IPV was taking place, which included not

physical health and well-being if the survivor

animals to manipulate and control victims.

wanting to be separated from their animals,

is no longer able to care for them.

Human victims put themselves in harms’

concerns about being able to continuing to

way to protect their animals and pets were

provide care for their animals, and concerns

harmed trying to protect their humans.

for animals’ safety if they were left behind

Rural, Remote, and Northern
Communities

Restricting victims’ access to the family

with the partner.

As well as responsibility and care for

finances and prohibiting veterinary care

livestock and financial investment in

are two common forms of abuse that have

When survivors cannot take their pets with

animals, victims of IPV in rural areas are

significant negative impacts on human and

them when they leave, they may end up

faced with several unique risk factors and

animal victims.

returning home to care for, visit, or attempt

barriers to safety including geographic

to retrieve the pet, putting their own safety

isolation (exacerbated by weather,

Approximately one-third of survivors with

at risk. Livestock owners do the same,

inaccessible roads, and long distances to

children reported that their children

returning to the farm or ranch to feed,

services and supports); emergency response

witnessed pets or livestock being

water, and care for animals.

time; limited housing; limited domestic

threatened or harmed. In situations where
IPV is occurring, children are exposed to

violence services; and lack (or perceived
Positive working relationships have been

lack of) of anonymity and confidentiality. A
THE HUMANITARIAN
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shortage of resources (including veterinary

link between IPV, animal maltreatment,

These gaps in service provision point to

care, animal shelters, and fosters) in rural

and concerns for animal safekeeping;

the need to create more safekeeping

communities was noted by respondents. Of

and the intersection of IPV and animal

options and to develop partnerships with

course, Saskatchewan’s rural communities

maltreatment with child abuse. Just as the

businesses and local volunteers to provide

are diverse, and barriers and access to

most dangerous time for many victims is

assistance in rural areas.

services, as well as safety considerations,

when they have ended the relationship or

differ for people living in small towns, on

are planning to leave, danger to animals

Even if a survivor and their pet are

farms, on First Nations, or in northern areas.

can also escalate when the victim has left

able to access a pet-friendly domestic

or is planning to leave. IPV does not just end

violence shelter or an animal safekeeping

Domestic violence shelter workers shared

when the relationship is over and danger

program while in the process of leaving

challenges for clients who must travel to

to human and animal victims can be

a relationship, barriers to securing more

shelter from fly-in communities. If they

ongoing. Therefore, it is necessary to always

permanent housing remain. Survivors often

want to bring a pet with them, they need

include animals in safety planning and for

struggle to find rental housing to move to

to pay for a flight for the pet or surrender it

professionals to have the necessary training

after an initial stay at a domestic violence

and in many northern communities there

and information to assist people at risk in

shelter. Many respondents in the study

are no animal shelters or other welfare

planning for their animals’ safety.

pointed out that the majority of publicly

organizations. Other shelter workers shared

funded social housing in the province does

that clients travel hours in taxis from rural

Many respondents reported receiving

not allow pets, and indicated that changing

areas to get to shelters.

support related to the IPV they were

this to allow companion animals would

experiencing, as well as assistance with

go a long way, as would condo boards and

Challenges and
Recommendations

temporary animal safekeeping, from family

landlords considering how their policies

and friends. Increasing public awareness

can maintain cleanliness and safety without

Human service and animal welfare

of the dynamics of IPV and the connection

having to exclude residents with pets.

professionals, survivors, and members of the

to animal ownership will help to ensure

public provided suggestions for improving

that survivors receive a supportive response

While the present study adds to what

responses to IPV and animal abuse and

when they reach out for assistance.

we know in terms of owning livestock,

meeting needs for animal safekeeping in
Saskatchewan.

the results make it clear that finding
The need for pet-friendly domestic violence

solutions for survivors who own livestock

shelters was a resounding theme in this

poses significant challenges. Respondents

The utility of Emergency Intervention

study. While most domestic violence

offered suggestions; however, more work is

Orders— temporary orders that grant

shelters in Saskatchewan are not equipped

needed to develop practical solutions. This

the victim the right to stay in the home

to accept pets at the present time,

study added to our knowledge of the ways

while the perpetrator is removed from the

examples were shared of agencies that had

that people who experience IPV and own

home — was mentioned by professionals

accommodated women with companion

animals are impacted and challenges and

and survivors. For pet owners who are

animals. Currently the Saskatchewan

solutions encountered by survivors, human

experiencing IPV, staying in the home

SPCA, PATHS, and STOPS to Violence are

service and animal welfare professionals,

(while the partner is required to leave)

working with Praxis Consulting to develop

and community members. These results

allows them to continue living with their

a business plan for pet-friendly domestic

will inform the work of PATHS, the

pets without the need to seek emergency

violence shelters, with the goal of assisting

Saskatchewan SPCA, and our partners.

animal safekeeping after a violent incident

some shelters in Saskatchewan put in place

has occurred. For survivors who own

the funding and the infrastructure they

More results from this research are available

livestock, staying in the home allows them

need to become pet-friendly.

at pathssk.org/research and violencelink.ca.

to maintain the animals’ care and feeding,

To find a domestic violence shelter or service

without requiring the victim to return to

Fostering and safekeeping at animal

in your area, click “Get Help Now” on pathssk.

the home where the partner still resides

shelters are important and research

org or see the Abuse Help Lines pages in

to provide this care. While an Emergency

participants expressed the need for

the front of your phonebook. To find animal

Intervention Order will not be a safe choice

expanding the availability of these

safekeeping programs and more information

in all situations of IPV, professionals must

programs. Even as some IPV shelters are

about planning for animals’ safety, visit

inform survivors of the options that are

able to become pet-friendly, there will be

available so that survivors can choose what

families that safekeeping off-site will work

violencelink.ca.

they feel will work for them.

better for. Respondents also highlighted
barriers that exist in rural communities,

Results of the study indicate the need for

given distances between service providers

training for professionals who work with

and a lack of animal welfare (and IPV)

victims of IPV on the dynamics of IPV; the

service providers in small communities.
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The SaskSPCA Remembers

Susan McCune

The SaskSPCA was saddened to learn of the recent passing of
Susan McCune. Susan was passionate about improving the lives
of animals through her commitment to several animal welfare
organizations, including Regina Humane Society, Saskatoon SPCA,

Duncan Campbell at a dairy
farm in Leduc, Alberta.

Canadian Federation of Humane Societies, and the Animal Welfare
Foundation of Canada.
Susan also shared her knowledge and expertise with us, serving as
a member of the SaskSPCA’s board of directors from 1992 to 2001,
holding the position of president from 1994 to 2000.
The SaskSPCA sends its condolences to Susan’s family and friends.

northern Alberta. Evenings were spent “shooting the breeze,” playing
crib, and enjoying a whiskey or two. For a few years, Duncan also
drove truck out of Hudson Bay, Yorkton, and Saskatoon.
Duncan’s dream was achieved by the age of 26 when he purchased
his first farm by Preeceville, Saskatchewan, in 1964. Nine years later, he
purchased a larger farm, also by Preeceville. This was Duncan’s home
for 22 years.
In addition to grain farming, Duncan also raised cattle. The farm was
home to barn cats, horses, and always a Border Collie to help with
the cattle. Bimbo was extra special because he was Duncan’s last
Border Collie.

Remembering
(Eldon) Duncan
Campbell

In Duncan’s eyes, being self-employed and owning his own farm
was his greatest accomplishment. Farming was not just a job; it was
Duncan’s passion. He loved every aspect of farming including calving
season that sometimes happened in a blizzard.
In 2005, due to arthritis in his knees, Duncan had to sell his farm and
move into town. He never stopped missing the farm.

Submitted by Linda Purves

In May 2018, his nieces and nephew helped persuade him to move
closer to family. Duncan moved into “The Manor,” a senior citizen
apartment complex in Davidson, Saskatchewan. He enjoyed being
closer to family and old friends.

(Eldon) Duncan Campbell was born on the family farm near Craik,
Saskatchewan, on October 23, 1938. Duncan was Eldon and Iva
Campbell’s sixth child in a lineup of ten – two boys and eight girls.

In the summer of 2019. Duncan’s health continued to decline, but
one bright spot was the celebration of his 80th birthday with a handful of nieces and nephews.

Growing up on the family farm, Duncan learned the important life
lesson of respecting and caring for animals. In addition to helping
his dad farming, Duncan had other chores around the farm that he
shared with his siblings – milking the cow, driving Don and Bonnie,
the family’s team of horses, feeding the chickens, and gathering eggs.

In December 2019, Duncan was admitted to the Davidson Health
Centre due to swelling in his legs that would no longer respond to
medication. Duncan passed away on December 18, 2019. As per his
request, a generous donation was made to the Saskatchewan SPCA.

As a young boy on the farm, Duncan enjoyed horseback riding,
playing with the family’s six dogs (Rex was his favourite) and barn
cats, and of course playing with his many siblings. Two lifelong habits
– reading and a love of country music and dancing – began on the
farm and continued throughout his life.

Duncan in his farm
near Preeceville, SK

Duncan’s first paid job in his late teens was a farm hand in the Craik
area for Art Watt. Over the next several years, Duncan worked at
various jobs to save up to purchase his own farm. In the summer and
fall, he worked as a farm hand. One winter, Duncan worked at a dairy
farm in Leduc, Alberta. He spent about six winters in the sawmills in
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Refreshed:
ViolenceLink.ca
‘The Link’ is a term used to identify the connection between
interpersonal violence and animal abuse and an online resource for
focusing on the Link has been relaunched with an updated look.
ViolenceLink.ca features a cleaner design and an easy-to-navigate
layout. While the site looks different, the important information for

victims of violence looking to escape a violent situation can still be
accessed, including the Getting Out Guide and Safety Planner.
Human service professionals can also find a wealth of information
around safety planning for people and animals, animal safekeeping
programs available in Saskatchewan, and provincial legislation.
You can learn more about the Link at violencelink.ca.
As an animal welfare organization, the SaskSPCA works to prevent
animal cruelty. To protect animals, we also need to help the
families affected by violence.

DRAW DATE
Early Bird Draw

NAME

ADDRESS

AMOUNT

TICKET NUMBER

Rick Fior

Saskatoon

$1,000.00

T22447

Spring Fever Draws

Karen Berezitzky

Preeceville

$500.00

T00862

June 30, 2021

Mitsi Fiissel

Regina

$500.00

T02485

Journey Froese

Montmartre

$500.00

T23704

Anthony Sorge

Saskatoon

$500.00

T30761

Grant Stebanuk

Dundurn

$500.00

T26652

Ella Arneson

Preeceville

$500.00

T06010

Marilyn Bertrand

Candle Lake

$500.00

T00729

Jon Stushnoff

Saskatoon

$500.00

T20326

George Perry

Wynyard

$500.00

T28976

Veronica Marcoux

Saskatoon

$500.00

T23316

The board and staff of the SaskSPCA

Marion Carlson

Meacham

$500.00

T08030

extend a heartfelt “THANK YOU” to

Linda van Zandbergen

Loreburn

$500.00

T17510

everyone who supported the 2021

Carol A. Elve

Watrous

$500.00

T12800

Spring Cash Lottery. We congratulate

Sherry Harpham

Weyburn

$500.00

T04306

all winners who took home some

Bonnie Flahr

Cochin

$500.00

T02171

Donald Hendry

Saskatoon

$20,000.00

T15525

Eileen Walcer

Melfort

$5,000.00

T18021

Grace Opseth

Hagen

$35,890.00

F21842

June 15, 2021

2021 Spring Cash
Lottery Winners List

cash in the draws on June 30.

Grand Prize Draw
June 30, 2021

We invite you to follow us on social

Huge Supporter Draw

media to get the latest information

June 30, 2021

on the upcoming Christmas Cash

50/50 Kitty Pool

Lottery launching in October.

June 30, 2021
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